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Elation Launches Fuze Series™ of Dynamic Wash Lights  
    
Elation Professional announces launch of the new Fuze Series™ of dynamic LED wash luminaires. Using 
single-lens RGBW COB LEDs for an extremely homogenized field of light and offering a wide palette of 
colors, Fuze Series lights are ideal lighting solutions anywhere a wash of high-quality colored light is 
required.   
 
Available in moving head and IP65-rated PAR versions, single source RGBW color mixing gives fully 
premixed color looks and an extremely flat field of light. With a lens face that appears as one color 
instead of individual LED diodes, lighting designers will value Fuze Series fixtures for their non-pixel look 
as well as their ability to wash a surface or subject without the multi-shadows created from traditional 
LED wash fixtures. All Fuze Series fixtures offer useful design features including a wide zoom angle range 
for more precise beam control, full 100% electronic dimming, variable dimming curves and high-speed 
strobe. The Fuze PAR’s feature an optional gel frame / barn door / snoot holder as well.  
 

Fuze PAR Z60 IP™: 
The IP65-rated Fuze PAR Z60 IP is a single source PAR luminaire featuring a 60W quad 
color RGBW COB LED and 7° to 39° motorized zoom. The fixture operates silently for 
use in noise sensitive environments and dual adjustable yokes allow for precise 
positioning when mounting on the floor. 

 
Fuze PAR Z120 IP™:   
The IP65-rated Fuze PAR Z120 IP™ is a single source PAR luminaire featuring a 
120W quad color RGBW COB LED and 7° to 55° motorized zoom. The fixture 
operates silently for use in noise sensitive environments and dual adjustable yokes 
allow for precise positioning when mounting on the floor. 

 
Fuze Wash Z120™: 
The Fuze Wash Z120™ is a single source PAR moving head luminaire featuring a 120W quad 
color RGBW COB LED, 7° to 55° motorized zoom and moving head yoke for easy and flexible 
positioning.   
 

Fuze Wash Z350™: 
The Fuze Wash Z350™ is a single source PAR moving head luminaire featuring a 
350W quad color RGBW COB LED, 10° to 55° motorized zoom and moving head yoke 
for easy and flexible positioning.  
 
Common features 
All fixtures in the Fuze Series are DMX controllable and RDM ready. They include 3- and 5-pin DMX 
in/out and Powercon in/out connections and users can easily power and data link multiple fixtures 
together for quick installation and customizable setups. The Fuze Par Z60 IP and Fuze Par Z120 IP include 



 
 

a 4-button touch control panel and LCD menu display for easy hands-on addressing with easy-to-read 
fixture menus and messages. The Fuze Wash Z120 and Fuze Wash Z350 include a 7-button control panel.  
 
All Fuze Series fixtures operate flicker free for use in TV and other broadcast applications and an auto-
sensing power supply covers worldwide voltages and frequencies. The Fuze Series offers all the benefits 
of LED like greater reliability and less maintenance and consumes little power for a lower cost of 
ownership. With a long LED life rating, service intervals are few and far between. 
 
About Elation Professional 
Elation Professional is one of the world’s leading lighting and visual solutions providers and is the global brand of Elation 
Lighting. Founded in 1992 and headquartered in Los Angeles, with European sales, distribution and support based in The 
Netherlands, Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative yet affordable lighting and video products 
that are distributed through a global network of dealers and distributors. Made up of a spirited team of dedicated personnel, 
Elation is setting new efficiency and performance standards in Platinum lamp and LED technology and is acknowledged for a 
comprehensive commitment to Total Support. As a company in expansion with a presence in a growing variety of market 
segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, theater, late night venue, House of 
Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For more information, please visit 
www.elationlighting.com 
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6122 S. Eastern Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
USA 
Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
Tel: (323) 582-3322 
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Junostraat 2. 
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